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·Af.·ter: .. a bri_ef· 'de--f.i'nit.ion o·f th·:e .. _phe·nornenqn, ·. o·f 
·': . 
·.t: .: 
'o/, ; ... $.llpe~heat±ng' - two distinct .. aspe·c1::s. ·are .studied. in," :detail.: .. ·,.· 
: 
, •• ' .c,,;., 
\_.;:~,~_,,In· the firs:·t a s~-~tistical metho·d .ts devised to· predi·c.:t 
,.: ..... 
. ;.·•-
:.. ~ t,'. 
mo·st. probable ·$,Uperheat · at .inceptio·n as a function of .. 
·. .:· 
. . . 
.. .. 
temperature ramp which the fluid experiences. . Dat·a· avail-
~ . 
; . . able from tests involving· ·uniform steps ·o·f super.he-at are 
:rnan,ip.Ulated an:a. "combined to approximate th$ natu.re of a · • I. • • ' 
' 
J • 
t.em:E?er a ture , ramp. An experimental _.program, while only .. ,.ctf' 
;•" 
. ~ :, 





_·.·The probability distributions:. f.o.r ··inc~ption 1for 
'>. 
. three particula~ ramps~-2-3/4, 5,. · and 9~1/2°F/min-~wer~ 
ex·perimentally determined, . and . the mo.st probable· superheat 
' . 
at inception t.aken from the distribution. To evaluate the· 
1< M 
. ·theory three· .pa-rt:icular step· tests--12, 22 and 32°F- supex;-~ 
,: 
heat--wer.e run about 20· times each.. These results were 
, th~n used to synthesize probabi,li ty distributions for the 
,J; .. 
r_amps' of interest, and most· ·probable superheats were again 
. 
.• 
recorded. The qualit~tive comparison of the two sets of 
. results 'Shows good agreement: as z-·amp. increases,· the 
. -
' pi;_obabili ty dis tribu tioh peak · ,decreases'· and · most pr9~:1fib·1e ... ~- ·.. . 
1 . . 1 
. - (, ·. 
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Quantitatively,, ·there .is ·about a 2::5% .. ~· 
maximum errorefdue primarily to the grossness of the 
: ... 
experim·e.nt. 
' ..... ' .. ~,;~. 










.as:s=ump·t·i,Q]1 i.s ·th.a,t c:avi ta:tion actually occurs· in the low 
:p:ressu~e- ~en-ters of: v,or_·ti_ces: s·h¢d ·by fl.ow over. obstruc; · 
-
,' 
' I tions. A f·re:e vortex model is u·sed to dem.ons't·r·ate that a 
. 
. 
large· ·-cpre:s=sl1_re variation conducive ·to ·cav:itation .is f.ouhd., 
' across a"· vortex. Th~s variation· increases with Reynolds 
rrwnbe_r, · thu$ stimulating cavita"t:ion or incept_ion:. 'This 
', 
~upports liquid potassium data ,f·rom Brookhaven National 
· Laboratory whic.h indicates that :.s .. up·erhe-a·t decreases .as 
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~. ·-,-~. . " . :-:'. 
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;- ... 
. .. ~ 
·pJffiFAC.E p' .. .. 
:n 1-"~- •. 
. ,' :.>r. 
. : ' -~-
".• l : I.· 
,:: 
.. 
w:Lth .. ,e:ve:r ±.i1creas:ing demands- .f.or. ~-lectric ·power· ... 
·-: 
. r) . 
,, 
nuclear: power wi~·1: be a~- rt¢o¢s·.s-i.ty in the long run. ;. ~ut . _- ., · 
. ·nuclear· .·f·uel res-erves . ·are rtot. lirni tles s ' ., ei·ther. .· !Ii ··orc;ler 
to obtai.rt ·m·aximUin u·ti.liz.ati.on· of nu:clear fuel mater·i·als· : . . . . -·-· . . . . . .. . . . ' . ..- . . 
. . 
- . . . . . 
' .. 
. . 
vailabl-~:, i.t will b_ei ne.Cessary.,· to d_eV'elop .... ·breed.~r 
ctors~--·re·act:ors whose f.u:e·1·s p .. r·odu:cE:{ .more .. fiss1le atoms:· . 
.. - ,•, 
n are :c.ot1su.rt1ed. J.-n:- ·the· ·react~i:- ~ 
. , .. 
The powe+ density i·n ·<a :fast: ::p:r:"¢-ed-er· reactor is 
:·\ :...... 
.. ... ' 
. . ·, 
.. ..• 
., ,A!!{Jl. . . ,- .•, 
For ·this reas·OI1 .. ;.th.e: c·o:olan·t-' used 'inust have .- ~- • . . • • • • ,. ~ ·-- -·. 
. 
.. ."" •• 




;excellent heat traris·fe·:r .pro.per-ties·.· , Liqqid'. met.a.l.s--sod":ttWt · · . j,.. , 
. . : . 
.· ., ,,- . . .. ... . . ' . . 
• ,, > 
and potas:.s·ium '. in . particular---ar·e . ideal'.ly .suited for·' thl's'; 
' " . ' •· 
. ., 





reacto:r. ·.co,olants. One important chara_c:terist1c of l·iquid / 
me··ta.ls i's their. ability to superhe9-t; .. or maintain a 
temperature above the acc.epted satu~ation temperatu~e for 
. 
. the given cond_itions. On a heat flux pl,ot this·tende·ncy' 
. ., 
' 
. is no.ted as a deviation from the norma·1 boiling curve. 
. 
' 
Figure A. ind~cate .. s how the superheat pattern differs from.·_ 
the.normal pattern. J 
-:· .:··· 
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Norinal boiling· .. :curve 
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. ·tfue~ to the impt>rtq;h_ce of-· liqui~ .me·tal technology, • .·;,..... • 
. .... -~ C, • • • 
• • ., 
• 




. . . :.- Wfl!'f& 
,, .... _ , .. :sup~theatirig, as well_ a~ . method.s to"'preq.ict how much super~ 
heat wilf be SUl?~ai~ed tefore iI1Cept{()n and where in the . . - ' . 
9.yste.m in_cepti.on is likely to· ·occur. This work is broken 
into two' d·istinc·t. parts'· d·~a'ling with separate aspects of . 
' \ . 
. . 
. 
the phenom~P'On ·-~ Par't I uses the ostatistical nature. of t:h.e. 
pi::ob.lem. to· e$tg;blish a . the·ory: of, pre:d.ictf:on 'b·a:$ed. --·upqn 
• 
• " •• ~. < ~ ••• 
. ~ ~ . .. ' 
..... : _;,' -~·.c.:onc'ep·t's: bf' pr~.~abiii·t·y and. relative fr0e_qu·e~~r-~- Experi-
;\,, 
·:f'.'· • .. 
•-'!/'" 
·.- L 
.,, .. , ... "' 
,/ 
V.· .. 




. rp.en:tal results .are included in support· of thi.s theoretica.:l 
~p.proach. Par>:t rr· delves into inception 1.o··c·at:ion. In 
~articular .i! invdlves a theoretical looR at. occurrence in 
the· 1ow-pressure c.ores ··of.· vortices she.~, as ~h,e flow 
,, 
. 
; .... .. 
cross·e$ thermcocouples ;· p·:r;e.ssure taps, or ·other~ irregu--. 
. la·r.i·ti:es · in the stre:a.m-. ' . . . -. :~· 
--..,:·· 
. - -· ~ ' ' 
· ... ,, .. 
.. Al though the two parts have been int·egrated for 
this thesis, it should be realized that they.are separable 
aid involve v~ry different considerations. The pages, 
f_igure.s, ·and reference~- have been .numbered consecutively 
) 
, 
. throughout, but symbol? · hav~ been separated· ··by part due ·to 
the quantity of same. It is t~e sincere hope of the 
author that this ~work will be ~allowed by others of a more 
sophisticated. and far-teaching· nature ... 
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A STATISTICAL MODEL .-TO PREDICT 
MOST .PROBABLE SUPERHEAT AT,. INCE.PTION 
.... ., 




... ..·.,,._ >,: ,·,.~. 
.'(• 
,; . 
( T:ri.e questioil of :predicting the 'supe:i:;-heat at wJtiCh 
) 
~ .. inception. occurs has never been ade.gu:atel.y answered.· Data. 
available shows a ~scatter which is. hard. to ·re·concile. One 
') (; 
,·· 
: 'Y'{- ., ·'\~~ 
:· theory :attributes the superheat ·at· ince_pt.io_:r:1,. to be solely 
-~· 
.• 
q f.u~c-tion o·f temperature ~ramp, or increase iJi_: 'temperature. 
' pEtr·· u-n:it time; and in fact this theory does: _appe·ar to· 
' . 
:i:-,educ,e :the scatter· significantly. · Howev·er,. the very . 
nature and extent of the scatter found in ~xperimental .4' 
. ,. . .. ' 
results ha~e caused the author to .look iri a slightly dif-\ 
~fetent direction. for the answer. 
. 
... 
. •. ,. .. . ,. ' 
It is ap·parent th~t a great n~,er- ,Of variables 
•' influence i:nception·~ .. These include ·proPerti·es of the.· 
'• 
. 
sp~cific fluid such as surface ten~ion, ~viscosity, and 
. 
,. ., 
·•.'heat_ transfer characte~istics.1 the presence ~f impuritie's 
or·dissolv~d gas in the liquid; the nature of the flow; 
temperature grad·ients involved; and the area and condition 
. 
. . . . . 
of .. the surfaces which provide sites· for inception to occu-r··. 
' 
•. 
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·,.;· 
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.( :1?'$'.tn:ap_s. i:h:e,~.e are. many rrtor·e unreCt)g·n··i.zed v~riable·s as well. : . 
. 
.. ~ " \. 
.. 




theo~y· ·in.v:clving probabi.l·i:ty ··:c3.nd statistics could best . · 
; .... 
de-scribe results being co .. 1·1~c·ted • This· is ncft · to say. that ~ \ 
•. 
0 
~:1ncept·.ioh in a $Uperhea·ted liquid '"'is' based. On p;robability 
i,.n pature; but that so many f·actors influence inception. 
t.b~t ·a statistical ·nature appears. I • 
• ,, 
. -~ With this thought the au.thor proceeds.- to de .. ve-lop· a 
:tt14imentary · statistical ~eory · which makes use of ~niform 
; 
. . 
. temperature test results to predict result·s ... ,,,for tests of· 
' 
constant tetnp<=:rature ramp. While the results have been · · 
severely -limited by the scope ot 'the project·; · it is inter-
. " 
e?ting to note that the theoretica'l predictions clyrly 
indicate the qualitative nature of the experimental 
• results~ Also, there is reason to believe that if the 
experimental portion of this work was refined and expand~d~ 
'· 
- · the quan ti ta ti ve comparison would improve. However, it 
i was the purpose at this time only to show that such a .. 
, ' 
. 
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< . STATISTICAL ·PREDlCTION OF SUPERHEATS IN FLUIDS 
EXPERIENCING A CONSTANT TEMPERAT.URE· RAMP. 
:· · ...... , 
. . 
·Probabilistic Terms~ and Laws 
Before proceeding it. is:: ben.¢.;ic·i:~-l .to :lis:t ··an.d . 
. , .. · ; ~ 
',. ... ·. 
•, . 
. . 
,def:ine ·some_ 0~ the m·athematical terms and :l:aw?. which·· ·will 
,· •· \ (. 






.. 1) ~exp_e]t·imeht - An exp-eriment- is any_ def·ined process, 
I' 1 ~- .• ; ' 
.• . ' ' "' 
·i.e .. , t-ossing a coih, rol_ling: ,_a die. 
2) trial - A trial is the single carrying out of a 
specified experiment •. ,• . 
-3) event An. event • .the outcome ~ of single trtaJ.. - l.S a ., 
4) probability -
M, 
\~ _ .. ,,....,~---
. ! )?robability be defined .. terms~·of may in 
the likelihood of a specified ·event E; E 
indicates ·the failnie ·of E to occur. 
' . 
Thus E and E are complement~ry ·and 
mutqally exclusive events. As_is con-
. t 
ventional, p(E) signifies th~ probability 
of occurrence "o.f ... "E, and p(E) the proba- · 
'<> •• 't, 
• 
• 
b~~4ty that E will not occur. Therefore, 
.p(E) + p(E)·= 1. 




i :1o. ' 
. a 
crn observational con_cepts. Wi.th rn 




specified experiment, _the relative fre~ 
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R '{:~.) :-- 'm/N .°' . T:he"· rela'.:ti ve frequency of· ··E- . 
- ' ' 
. - . 
. ~ ." -=- ' ~ . '' ' ·~. . ' . 
~,, is 'given 'by .R'(R) = (N-m)/N.· Relative· 
~-:."!. _ .. ;·.,. ,9,, 
- . ) r . 
:tJ· 
I ' ' 
" frequencies·" ·tend ~o stabili.ze as N 
increases. ·Assuming·. the .existence of, a> 
. . , 
. , )If .. . .. 
limiting'· v.alue, p (E--) is defined as~ the ~ 
.. 
limit of th.e relative f~~quency as the 
number, .of trials is incr.e9sed infinitely . 
Therefore, p (E) =- lim: .. Jl{El. 
N·+.<»·· 
Gil ·mu·t:u:al'.ly exclusive ·events - Those events. ·wbdse. 
. ""'-
simul taneo.us occur;re;nce · i$· ·:impossible a·re 
mutually exclusive.· } . 
. 
·~ 7) ·independent: events· ~·Events are inde~.en·dent. ·if .the p·rbb...;· 
r••--~-- ~--. ,;-""i',' •·-
q 
'· 
ability of the first given the second is 
equal to the probability.of the firs·t. 
·,::s.·:y :pr:Cibability distribution .. ·o·r density function - The 
. . ·--~ . probability '.distribution 
expresses the probability of.the variate 
, 
· associate·d with any one of its admissible 
I 
values. (See Figure la.)·· 
9) cumulative: distribution or ·probabili.ty function - The 






. .• . 
' ). 
e~pres·ses the accumulated probab~li ty 
that the ·variate displays.for values·of 
the variate less ·than·or equal .to the . 
. , , ... 
. ~. 
v>stated value of the variate. 
... -i, ........ ·-~ (See figure 
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1. Pfob-a.bil'i ty functions. 
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total probability for two mutually exclu-' 
J . 
··sive events· A, and B is egual · to· the · sum. 
'/'. . ' ... \ 
~.. ·: , _ _.;._.1~'· 
. ~ 
then ~{A_ or B) =_a+ b .. 
"' 
~ s,--
11) ·multiplicative "law f~or independei1t events -~ As ,t:he 
title i·ndicates, the ·pr'C~bab.ility o·f · 







and B ~- i_$ equal to the: J:?.r·oba-b·ili.t_y tlf. one: 
. _" ~--ve11t .. mu·1t:ip:l.ie2f·,,._hy the. _pr-'ob:ab·i.li·t.y of 
I .. 
_,1:""":: )\"· -~" .r.;. . 
,-.'1 { 
:the .othe-:t . I~·-·- -P \(A) = a · .an.d·: p·{B Y == :b· ,., 
..... 
·the:n p (A and B) ·· ·= .ab.•.: 
.. 
... • i:, 
Th.e=s·-e· definitions and· 1aws are fairly stra,igh_t~: 
.forward and largely self-explanatory. It sho~ld ·.be- noted, 
however, that -throug-hout thi.s ... section the terms ·proba-, ': 
bility and relative. frequency are constantl.y ·in-terchanged. 
This assumes .that a limiting value of ·re_lative .frequency 
exists for each event of- interest. 
Constant S·uperheat Tempe-rature Results as a Tool 
.. 
•• 
r ••• , •• ·r. \. 
,'' ·. . .. 





If a fluid is subjected to a constant supe·rheat' at ,. 
. 
·y time zero, it is logical that as time g·oes by the· curnula-: ·.:. 
, . 
. 
.tive probability of experien·cing _ipception will. increase ·. 
. ' . 
. \ f ram zero· to on·e--one being the limit at time approaching 
. :· .. , 
. '. 
' . , ·. 
·' ·. 
11 . .' . < . 
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. . . 
inf.i-ni:ty:.. :t:i i·s -also :_;t;easonable :that-_ if the same -fluid :is . 
. 
. 
:su·:q_·j_:ec:t:e·d t.6' a higher ·:constant superheat, -the cumulative .-
-
-" probability· ~ · incep.tion will increase at a faster rate 
~-- ' 




an,d: r~mai_n. abov.e that ·of the 1-ower supe:r:be·at. 
I:::' 
cep.t:·s: .are: .p_±-c·tu-red. in .Figur~ · 2 • " 
'. Two .. sets· ·of addi tio_nal. c-urves· :rr1-9,y be derived. from 
.... I 
t·h.e curiiu.lati-ve .ourve-s .. ·: ll: ·tne., "t>r.ob·ab.ili.ty distribution 
., 
-~ 
b:i'Ii·ty _of non-:iric~ptio.n as fu-n·c·tions o:f ·tim.e.. :These · · 
.··. 
curves are shown in Figures 3. and 4. i'o :o:bt·:a:in t-h_e pr.oba-~ 
' 
. bility distri·buti·qn fq_.r inc.ept ..io·n, or ·the'" ::p~o-b·_~_b_i··1.±-ty o:f 
· ·:having an occurrence at a. particul.a_r . time;:: :·it :is nt==c=es.s&.ry 
. 
. ~ 
· ,to· d.ifferentiate the cumulative. curves. ij·o·te. thc1t the·· 
.. 
. . I 
.·. 
·-n:at.ure of the distribution curve indicate,s. :th.at: .a· 'f-'ihite .. . . ' . . ... - . 
. .· . ·.,· 
., .-
s_.l·ope i-:s assumed to exist t·or e .. ach cumulativ·e c.:urve· at 
·-· t. 
,· \ 
t.:irrte .ap:.pr.o·a:chi.ng. .z-·e.ro .. ,_ l' , . I .. 
,,. ·, 
• • 1 
· T·he cumula:ti-ve probability- of ·"~1:11op~inception is 
.. 






.. -two mutually exclusive· events is equal to one~ Thus, _the· I • 
. 
curves are calculated l:>y subtr~.cting the cumulative proba-
_;t>ili ty _0£ ,i11ception from 1. 0 .. 
I . 
. ... -· 
- . ~ 
~ 




calcula,tions. ··· Assuming that such patterns exist we may 
. ' -. 
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most probable' sup~rheat at. inception. fort a fluid that. is 
expe-ri_encing_ a cdnstant temperature ramp • 
Use of Constant Tempe~ature Results ·to .Predict Constant Temperature Ramp Results 
.It is possible to approximate a temperature.~amp 
by a ser.·ies of uniform steps, each characterized by a 
·temperature increase 11 and a time int~rval o. Such a ramp .. 
, :is shown in Figure 5; .• ,,, ~-
·._,._ 
If we are interested in determining the prbbci::-
bility·of inceptibn at point P, we may quickly do so if 
-uniform temperature'. data is available in the form of 
......... ··•~, . 
,. 
' ' •••. , •11• 
cumulative probability curves for each temperature step 
involved. ·This data may be ieduced as described previ-
ou.s-ly .to yield all neces.sary information fo.r the problem .. __ -
(See: Figµres 2, -3, and 4.) , .. '· ..:, • 
II!' 
. ' 
..... ; , 
The prob~bility of an occurrehce at Pis a func-
- ' tion. of what happens ate and the history from ·time zero 
_, p 
until· e • · S.tatistically., it is · equal to 
--·P -
. . 
(probability of no inception during 'an,interval, of 
(] 
time oat a superheat /1) x (probability of no inception 
... 
during an int~rval of time o at a superheat 211) ·x 
. . ' 
. 
. (probability of no inception during an interval of 
time oat a superheat 3~) x (probability of _inception 
• 
during an infinitesimal time· interval at a superheat 
3/1) • 
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th:e prob&bi"lity, o:f incept:ieii- ,it point, :e · = (A) ( B). ( C) (D) • 
Point P is, :not a fixed point, but can 11 be shifted 





it may- be shifted al_ong any other staircase.- . 
•. 
approximating a different temperature r.?-!UP· The _lim.it-ing· 





cumulative probabili ty 1 of inoeptio:n curves ayaj~l.a.1::>le f·o:r 
,.uniform sl1perhe~t temper~tures. 
-·'. •.: . 
. ·,., 
,. 
. . . 





m-anner can th-en :be g·rap.hed to sho:w··the relations.hip· 
b'e:tween supe_rl1eat ·qnd p.robabil·i_ty ,of inceptiC?n a.s .a func-
t:ion of t.emper:at-ure r:amp· •.. :This' information, pictured in . 
Figure 6., f,na·i:cc:i:t.es t·ne m:ost ·probable superhe:at .. at ince.p-






,n_o:ted tha.t as ~~rnperat11re· .ramp -r:ate increas-es, ·there will 
.be·· a: f·lat·tening out o_f the, :curve, and the rang.e of .super-
-
h~ats. having probabili:t:ies close to the maximum increases. ~ ~ . 
. 
. 
'.I'.'hus, it would be e}{pe·c:te.d ,that S:catter in experimental 
' ' ' f.: 
. 
results woul.d. ·teti.d: to i·nc:rease, w·it~peratur.e raJnp .• 
j 
18 
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-=-OF A . STATISTICAL THE~ORY. 
General Inforniation . .:r·,",,r-· 
... 
To faci~i tate experimenta'bion it·: Weis,. f·:i-r:s·_:t 
. ne·cessary -to find a fluid capable .. of ~us_tc1iJ1..ing superheat 
which did not -req1:1ire e_laborate or expensive _-equ·ipment • 
u ~ 
Freon 113 {trichlorotrifluoroe~han_e) ·seemed to be the only 
t-l_uid Which J.f.it these requirements·, alt~ough ~t was not ,._:···o 
::known just how much superheat. could be expected. While 
the expet_inient~ was in the f~brication ~·tag.a,· however, a 
...,.. 
paper to be presented at the.1972 Heat Transfer· and· Fluid 
I 
J4eohanics i-nsti tute was· revi~wecl. :Th:e p:_ape:t--submi tted: P.Y 
.. ,, ~ ·, .... 
.· .. ·. 
Mur:p:hy a-nd Berg les [ 1] --d~?tlt w~ tn. :sµ-bco·oled flow boiling-
order of 30°'F had been obtaineq., Thu-s-, i't. wa-s realize.a 
that a :r;nuah greater range of superheats: was: .available than· 
,,. 
,had been previously ~nticipated. 
' A_ft_er _an- abortive, complicated attempt the 
. . 
apparatus involved in the tests was considerably simpli-
• f·ied. Basically, the 'elements included were: ,.. I 
'. 
lJ a g.lass test tube containing a fluid specim~n whose 
• 
------------------~· . ----·- ----- ·- . -----.....:---------------\...-------.,----. __ : ______ ~---~---~;.. .. __ ~-------~-------. ' . . ~· .:-:---.. ~----· 
temperature· coul.d be recorded 
. 
·2)- an engineering surface where inception would occur 
3) a water bath who·se temperature could be regulated 
21 
.. . I: 
·• 
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· . • ,:: 
--·· • c. - "--·· -·· 
-
·-
'" ·4·)- :c:t. d'isch~rge. ~sy·s,teifi., 1:;~1 .capture~ fluid boile·d off-. :; 
~ . 
. , 





. T_he temperature measQrement of the Freon s~ple 
.. ,was taken by. an iron-constantan thermocouple atta9hed to 
. 
.. the outer wall of- the glass tube. To reduce the tempera-_ 
ture gradient ~cross the tub'e wall at the thermocouple 
-.. ,_,,_,., ..... ,., .. , ,..,-,.'"'J,,-.,<..._.:""'"°:"°'~~t-~M'k~i~f.r-~~~ffi'~i\t}~~~~~\\~~:·O:,~·,. '. ..... ,/'-."'· .•, ., ,·· 
( position, a glob of silicorie seal was used to-insulate.the 
. . 
·couple. In this case t;.he temp·erature measured b·y the 
thermocouple was. a close ap·pr(?ximation to the fluid 
tempetature inside the tube.· This pro~edure is d~mort~ 
-s·trated in Figure 9. 
,,.,;:,,r 
) -The engineering surface u.se.d to foster in:cep_tion 
was a small ball bearin~. The surface proved reliable,. 
and all test 'inceptions occurred at the bearin_g ·surface 
unless otherwise noted. 
·~ 
The water bath was· heated by.a hot plate and a 
9 
"heating tape coiled around - the bath. · These were regul~ted 
by variac controllers.· To ensure that temperature gr~di-
ents did not exist in the bath, a mixer was· incorporated· 1 
and maintained at a constant speed throughout the testing. 
~ 
A water jacket condenser ·unit was use.d to· condense 
~ 
.. 
boiled out;Freoq yapor,,and a vented collect1.on J:>ottle 
. ,. ...... --.. 
.. ' 
. . 
capture<:I the liquid for use in future work. , 
-~- . ····· 
2 ··2 ""'""' .. ',.· .. ··, .. .... ···" ..... , .. ,. ..... ~···"· ., '. •. ·- '•. . ... ' . 
····:' ;, . .. ·:.: 
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to discharge + ,. 
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water jacket condenser 
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r Figure 8. 
~-l· 
Experimental apparatus•: 
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(b) temperature measurement detail /, 
,r-
_.,..._ 
Figure 9. Temperature_ measu:remen·t i·nf·ormat.iop;~ 
<>. 
.. : '"'·l 
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·-. ·, ... ... ... 
l 
;_.· I 
-l'll ·ge-neral all tests were -conducted with the same 
. ··.···\ 
·equipment. . Due to the. nature of ·the problem i't ·was· '1 
import.an~ that this was the case-. Early t.ests indicated 
that inception would be influenced by 1the ~ize.and surface 
... 
-condition. of the .bearing, the surf ace of the ~ample tube-, 
· and th~ stirrer· speed and vibration as n9ticed throug.h. 
motion· of th·e bearing and fluid in the .t·est tube. 
>D·E=ga.:s.~ing and Deactivation 
Each t-est- incorporated. two s:pe·c·ial prot~·ed:o.-re:s 
.;, . 
. ; :. . . / I - . . . . r • 
dealing with degassi"I1g of the f_l,.u:icf ·s.:antp,l.e.· -and 1deacti·v·a·--
tion of availab·le sites for in¢,eptio:n . 
S-u:p·erheat is hig.hl,y 1 ihf.ltien_ced by the amount .of 
. . ·( 
· ·a_i-,s-s.~Q:Ltteo: -gas -lri -~Ii"ef-~l~iqtiTcr.---·-- E·ar-ly methods 1.is~ed ,to: remove: 
g.as ·inyoived. boiling the sample · for some· minimum time to 
~e:·1ea.:se dissolved gas and ·to create a Freon vapor ·a~os-
·p.h_ere over the surface. These methods, however, required· 
a great deal of time and Freon, and they we.re- -abandoned in 
,• favor of ·a simpler, more repeatable proc·ess~ , 
I . , 
,• Since, the amount· of dissolve'd gas in Freon is· a 
... strong _function of how much air the fluid "~es~" it was 
desirable to reduce the air-Freon contact to a minimum • 
. To ·fac!li·tate this a large ·supply bottle was devised so !. 
' that a siphon tube which ran from the bottom of the bottle 
! 






















. ' ..... 
· :the sample tub~ at .. , the start of each trial.-·· .'I'ht.i:s a 
r···· 
. __ ,I 
•. . , ' 
-
minimum and constant amount of Fr·eon was. eicpo·sed ·tq a;ir_; 
. -
and, hopeft?-lly, the quantity· of. diss<;l"ived. ·g:a-s 1·n eac·h· 
D 
_ sample was .also minimum and constant. 
- .'.'I. • 
. · : . 
) · Deactivation of available si·t.·es for in·c._ep·t.ion is. 
:ar 
-~-'].so belie-ved to play a large· role in determining what 
,e• , 
superheat is attainable ~n the fluid.· For the experiments 
.. 
. it was necessary only to standa:rdi.ze: qe_ac:t;ivation proce-. 
dure.s to· remove one more variab,l:e .f
11
tom .. the prt)ces$ .• 
• Q 
,..:-, 
n.eact.:Lv&ti_.on:. is- fhought ~o be pr'irnar·:ily: a function . 
I 
. . 1 .· . 
. _()f temp~r.ature: the. lowe-r· the pre-test ·teinp~r-atu:re, the 
.·• 
~: sma·11e;i;.., the size of s·ites which. are effe:ctively deacti-
vated-,- o-r·· flooded. The st·anda:td pr_ocedure adopted for·· the -· 
·t.e,st·s ip:v9i'ved a- .. fif.teen mirtu:-te· :pre-soak of the -sample .and 
·• 
tube -in a 70°Jf 'bath. Det:ailed proc;.edtires for both rartl;p. t.· 
··' 
and. step. test·s. may be fou-nd i·n the 1\._ppenqix.-. 
I 
-Constant Temper,ature Ramp Tests 
I . 
As has been previously gtated, th~ p~bcedure for 
the .. inceptidn tests invoiving a constant temperature 
·increase· per unit time in the region of·superheating is ,. 
·· described in the Appendi~. 1·t is necessary, however, to 
!_ 
• be aware of the conditions and nomenclature of the tests 
,._,/ ,.- . 
to ~roperly·interpret the results. ~igure 10 indicates 
\ 
information of value; sp·ecifically, how superheat at 
'26 
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. i:·· .. irtc.ept·it>.n a.nti' t:Lm.e: ·at -ince:pt·ion .. :··ar~ e\1c_a·1ua·t:ed · ·f··or·. a ramp ·· . ~ ·, 
.. . ~ 
.\ .· . " 
. te.'S.t. · 
,. 
,,-.. ,,,, .. ,.,.-,,~ ... ., 
. ' 
. Figures 11,. 12., an4 13 give .the actµ-a:1 e_;x;p.·e:r.i~ 
.·mental results of .... all. ramp tests undertaken. :-The·se· · 
Q 
re.s-ults 'were systemat@ically evalu.ated fo reillove data?·····: ~ 
'1'···· 
po.ints · which were considered to be un~cc.·e_ptq.b;le £or ·, 
-~1n:al_ysis. A ''standard inception" refer·s t<) t'l:1~·:fact that 
i-nc~ption occur··red- at the bearing surface; ·"oth:er incep-
. ~io11" ·= ref·er·s to ·inceptions ·from various wall -$i-te.~ .in the 
;,,' ·., 
tube. or· .. at .d.if)ferent positions. in the fluii:L.- T·h-e -cause. ·of:: 
non-standard .i·nceptions was strongly relate·d to the JJq.·tu.r~: 
. I 
.. 
of the test s,y·stem: the surf ace being heated direct.ly w·as 




Since temperature. gradient is an impel:'tant fact.or influ-~-~---~--,-~· -:~ .. __ .. __ ·· 
.. 
. "' 
encing inception, the. number of i•·.other inceptions" 
l 
·incre.ased marked·ly as tempera,tur~ ramp· ·increased. 
. 




't.lle Appendix; "other procedure II ref.ers to several early 
\-
"tests in which a slightly different c;:ieactivation procedure. 
0 
was· used •. However, since· the deactiv·ation temperature· was 
' 




"Last experiments" indicates ·the results of the 
last day of testin,g, which yield~d such significantly 
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Q 
de~·iant results that·· all results fo~. the day were excluded. 
Figure 13 shows the results which were·· finaily considereq 
q 
acceptable for further analysis .. 
\. 
''1..- ... 
The acceptable results. were then graphed i for each 
. , . . 





-tests. whose· incipient· superheat· was less tp.an or e_qual t:o,. 
, the· superhea.t: specified by the . abscissa. Figure, 14 d.:i..J3:- _ 
plays C these ·graphs as well ·&.s. ·th.e. normalization of .~c\C.h:, 
which is ac:t~ally the cumu-lat.i·ve: pr.obabili ty of an i_ncep.:. 
tion as a function of _$uperhe:_at. T,hese ·cumulative curves 
I 
were then diff~rentia_ted · to-: y=:L·era·: probability distribution 
< 
curves for each temperature· ramp with the ordi:nate bei_ng 
.. 
·t.he probability of inception at a particular superheat 
. 
. -··. 
given by the abscissa. Figure 15 gives the curves for 
three temperature ramps on one set of coordinates . 
. .. 
",• 
The desired end results for ·these tests·--the most. 
probable superheat. at inception for a give·n temperature . 
_ramp--may then be visu·ally determitted: from the curves in' 
. ,.· . .;, 
Figure 15. These points are_plotted in Figure 16. \ 
~/ 
·constant-Superheat Step Tests 
The detailed p_rocedure fallowed when conducting a 
.. 
' s'tep test· is given i'n the 1\.ppendix. Again nomencla·ture i_s. 
·. neces·sary for understanding how the data has been . 
' \: . . 
"'.i 
.·)r· .. evaluated. Figure 17 displays the general fcirin. of th.e 
,,... -~·-, 
. -~. I 
• ~. < 
;,. 
i 
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Probability distributions of inception 
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~xperimentally 9.-etermined relationship between 
most_probable superheat and temperat~i;e ramp . 
·_3·• :5· .. 
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'/, 
::i::e·sul-·ts r:ecorded f·rom . th"e wal:l :ther:rnocou1:il·e i·-n terms~ of 
' 
time of inception and the s·u:p·erh.e'at step. . B:e_c.au~-~-","9f t,lie 
_. ,i. 
,-····· -····"-:.....-· 







to app·ly a t-rue temperature\ 11 step 11_ to· the: s·:pe_c-imen-~ -· · In . \ -·~ 
. _actuality a cert:airt'\ amount of time was :r~qu*-rec;l for ·the- ,._, 
F-reoh ~amp:J_e to reach ·the test· sup·erheat. ·'Jlhis time- i,s -
\ 
noted as the "error s\,an" iJ;. the f:i.gur.e and was g~nerally . . 
. ~ . ' . . ,. 
,·. 
about. one art_d a .hal:f minute.s·\~ .. ·, 
·~-
I 
. F·igure ·1:$ .·-s::how_.s 4· the ,expe·r:·imental. r·.e:s-µlts· .in '~ \·· 
gr:aph:ical form ·:of e·~tch· of th,re_e ··Etu_.p.e:r-he:ats , p·es··t$q. -w-_itli ·th:e. 
. 
. 
ordj.n_a-_te b .. eing· t~e &ccumulation, Q,:f', .J1\11.11be--r· _ of· tes·ts ·wh-i;c-J.1 
. ' lta:d exp~rienced ;,_i~ception in time- .~_.es-$, than ,re equ.ai t ·o···. ' .. • 
t,hat va1Ue .of ti;~ given bY the abscissa. TJe bloc;s are 
.·,, .. ··-
included to all9w: to~- t.he· reg·iort o:f 11:nqertainty· caused b.y \ 
.. 
-th-e: ~rr·or s·p,an •. These :-cu-rves have :b,een no.rmalized into· .. _. . . . . . . , . : .•.• . . 
•.. . 
·" ':, . 
_ ·cumuJ .. ~tive· probability. ···gf in·ception curves in Figure 1:9-. 






. curve. These lines- were included as :a ·tr:~er · approximation 
o·f the curves in the. region of' time gen·eral'ly associate'd 
· with the· :er:rq~ s:pa·n. 
~- !!" -.• 
. ~· . ... 
. 
. 
:Earlier it was mentioned ·that ramp test results 
I . 
I 
cou-ld be predicted from step tes·t res~lts if tw_o famil~.es 
' 
,. 
·\ ' of curves were available: curves showing·the1 cµmulativf 
probability of non-inc~ption and the prob~ilityl~istri~u-
• • • I , 
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:b~et1. -~vq;lu·ated from Figure 19 an,d ,,=i-"te: g{:ven .. in Figur~s · 20, 
.'1, 
--'--:Ii'",.. -· 
· 21 ana-·22 ~- -rlie- cumulative curves f.or .non.:.incep·tion are 0 
r 
• • . 
,, .. straightforward;. -1:?ut the probability di~tri_but·f-on curves 
. need s.ome explanation. 
t. The . pr·obabili ty d~i=s:t:ributit>rt :cur-,.ie· :ftJlt e~ach su_pe·r-~ 
"' 
-
-, ~ l1e.~t s·te·p was·._ found by measur-ing ~:the ·slope ·of. the corre~ 
. 
. 
spon:ding cUrtlulative probability ·curve. Ip the re·gi_on. of. 
. ~-- -- - -• -- ... 




'ferentiated; __ and thus, a constant probability of inception 
., . 
Wa$ graphed in Figure 21 for that_ time interval. Figure 
· 22 is merely an enlargement of Figure 21 for time gr(;·<lt~r 
t-han- one minute and has be·en included to cle-arly indica:te 
I 
. ... 
the- curve pat ter-n· .. 
Predictions of Most Probable. S:ilpE!rheats 
. ~ 
Before proceeding -to 'predictions of probab.le super~ 
heat-
.. .. . -~ 
.. 
i:t· is' necessary to ~e:al·iz,e· that a temperature ramp 
may ;b.e a·p.proximated by steps of temperature using dif-
fe-r:~nt m·ethods. Figure 23 indicates four used by the 
:.~u.th·_o.r ·to synthes.ize probability distributions for ramps 
... i 
from the availab~-~ step results._ These synthe.sized proba .. -
bility curves, as well as a -mean for result·s us.it.1g, methods 
1 and 2, are given in Figures 24, 25, and 26. Eac,h temper-
) . .' 
ature · ramp µnder consideration is '1:t;epre·sented by a 
separate_ figure. To ·clear up mi-sgivings about how these 
·' . 
39 
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.Figure 20. Normalized step test results indicating 
-cumulative probability of non-occurrence. 
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Figure 21. · Probability dist~ibutions for occurrence 
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· O Superheat = 12°F 
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Eigtrr.-.e 2 3. Methods· of approximating. a ramp by us·:ing 
step~ of temperature. 
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;e1·f.gµr.e 2 4. -0 P;-obability dJstributions for 2-3/4°F/min 
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'.Figure 25 .· 
J • ~ ,. ... ,.' : 
Proba.bili ty distributions for 5°F /min -tai;R_p: 
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.r.esu·lts were .arrived a:t., two· -e.xatnpl.e· P°-:~~:t=s: .9'Pe describi:d 
·-· 
.' ·-... 
-in .. detail below. 
.... .. 
' f' ·: 
Exampl_e 
Teillperatu_re :Ram.pt ·9-1;-2 ·0 r/mi...-n 
• <!. 
:e :3 == &'1'83/R = 3 • 3 7 min 
. ' AT· ·--· .2· :_-2· __ · o:p·-·_· u·.·s2: -~ .· ...... . 
LlT -· =· .l-:2- 0·,F S.l 
. -·., . 
' Method 1 -Approx:.imatiotf·: 
'rh.e: s.ynthe.s:-ized.probability of inception -a·t. 
ATS =· 32°F for R = 9-l/2°F /min using metho_;1 1 is given 
by the. proc(uct of the probability of no . i-nce,ption dur-
' p 
·i.ng ·the interval 8 1 - O ·= · 1. 2:6 minutes at zero super-
heat, the probability of .no. inception during the 
interval 82 - 81 = 1.06 minutes at 12°F superheat, the 
probability of no inception during the interval 
,,. 
_e; 3. - e2 = 1.05 minutes at 22°F superheat··~ and ·the 
" 
:probability of inception a·s time approaches zero--· at 
) 
.3,4°F_ superheat. · The values for the ·first three are 
taken from Figure' .20· and are -1. 0, 0. 84, and O. 72, 
I 
respectively. The fo~h value is given by _Figure 21 
~ 
as 0.54. Thus the synthesized.probability of inGeption 
" 
is ( 1 • 0 ) ( 0 • 8 4 ) -{ 0 • 7 2 ) · ( 0 •. 5 4 ) = 0 • 3 2 6 • 
.. ... -
,-1.·. 48 


















. ., .. 
. Method 2 · · Approximation::: 
... \ ' - ·- . . , 
· The synthesized probab.ility of inception at -
e, ' 
L~?i' . = 32°F for R = 9-l/2°F /min using metho-d 2 i:s given s 
by the ·product of the probab~li~y of no inc~~-pt.ion dur-
ing the interval e1 -·0 ~ 1.26 ·minutes at ~2°F super-· 
heat; the.probability of no inception du~ing the · 
--·r interval_e 2 ~ __ e1 = 1.06 minutes at 22~F superheat,'-·th~, 
. . 
·prqbabili ty o.f ·no inception during the interval. 
·e.-3 :_- e:2 = 1. 05 ·tn:inutes at· 32°F superheat, · and the 
., 
_:prpJ:)abili ty of inception· as- time approaches zero at 
· i2tiF superheat. The values for the first three· proba-
·bilities are given· by. Figur-e 20 as_ 0. 82.;- 0 ~~7:2:, and 
0.46, respectively. 
Figute 21 as 0.54. 
The fourth value i,s taken f_r·om: 
Thus the. synthesized ,probability ·_o,f, 
I••' 
· inception is (0.82) (0.72) (0.46) (0.54) = 0.147. 
It is important to note at·this time that thes~ 
"synthesizedi' probability distributions are just that. 
The area under the curve is. not equal to one as is the 
,, 
area under a true probability distribution curve. In this 
·form they are _of little· value since they can not be com-· 
~ared to true probability distributions. To alleviate the 
problem the "mean" synthesized cu,,rve for _ each temperature 
~ 
ramp was normalized with respect to its area to yield a 
true probability distribution curve. These curves are 
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Figure 27. Normalized probability distribµtions. derived 
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·. _.QQJ;np:a.~·ison of Experimental ·and .·T.heoretica1· Finding$ 
rR' 
Two comparisons can now be made b~tween the 
e_~pe-:rimentally determined censtant temperat_ure ramp 
res;ults and the predictions based u.pon experimental 
. 
. .. 
results for cd:n.Stant temperatur.e st~p tests. The first 
. 
· relates to ·the-- agreement in the propability distribution 
.. 
curves a·rr-ive·d · at· py derivation anc1: -by direct tE:st~ing. · 
Figure 28 shows a typical set of· c11rves--those pertaining 
' 1 
to a temperature ramp of 5°F/min. Qu:a·lttat±ve-l'Y, the 
curves have the same general.nature; although the experi-
mental qurve seems more extreme in: its tendencies, while 
the derived curve is flatter ~nd more gentle by nature •. 
m.h~i.s· is readily explained by the !·imitations imposed on 
t.he model by the l~ck of s·tep test· d:ata for many tempera.-
··· ·ture steps: · a maximum of three ·steps could be used in the 
approximation. Also, the derived curve .s:hown· :is· a mean of 
" two approximating methods, ~nd such a mean tends to damp 
out extremes demonstrated.by ~ither method in favor of a 
less varying average. 
Quantitatively, the derived curve shows a lower_ 
. maximum than the experimental curve.· But 
explained by the nature of the two curves. 
-~ ·-1 




under each must. be the same, a ;flatter curve would 
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~ Figure ··2a .- Comparison of.probability distribution 
r 
i ,. 
resulting fr~m experimental ramp tests 
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··The:· second comparison which can be made between 







the most probable superheat as a function, of temper.ature 
, 
ramp·. Figure 16 indicated val·ues determined by testing, 
and, Figure 29 superimposes on those values th~. ra.n.ge .of 
• 
. · most probable superheat as . indicated by approximation 
I!> 




Qu,alitative·ly, th·e derived range- imit.ates the 
experimental results fairly accurately~ As anticipated 
. 
the most probable superheat at inceptiqh increases _by 
decreasing amounts as temperature ramp increases., · 
Quantitatively, .there is still a siziiible error whic-h would 
probably be substantially reduced if ·~or~ and better step J 
·.data had been available for analysi~j 
SUMMARY TQ .... J?ART I: 
It. has· been shown that· a statistical analysi$-: of·· 
' ' ,. ~ 
tests invo:lving a. uniform step of superheat may be used to 
predict the characteris~ics of a uniform ramp increase of 
...... 
t~mperatu:r:e-·-notably th~ most· probable superheat at wn.ich 
inception will occur for· a given temperature ramp. 
~··· 
The mathematical model has intentionally been left· 
' / 
simple. ~ - -The temperature ramp of0 interest is approximated 
53 
,, 
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•. 1 Tem:perature Ramp ( °F /min) -
Comparison of most propable superhe~ts 
resulting from experimental_ ramp tests 


















- - ' -
... 
... . .. 
.. 
by a" seri~·s. of.· steps. ·If __ the cumulative probability dis-, 
' 
r tribution i-s· known for ~ach · of the steps, o.the~ informa-
-
. 
,.,.tiJf•;~.,1 ... 'l'"!..l-• 
. . 
tion may 'be derived; and a probability distr:ibution for 
.. . ~ 
. 
' '/ 
inceptioh rnray be arrived at by properly comb{ning this 
information. From ·the probability· distribution it is· eas:y . ., . 
to .determine the most probable superheat at in,ce,pt,i,oni for, 
the particular ramp. The ipiportance. of this met.hod is ·its 
ease of ·use ·a.nd adaptability. Once a large quantity of· 
ste:p da-ta is available, any temperature ramp ··may be 
qu.ickly modeled· and i·ts charac·teristics predicted. 
'!'he exper.ime.ntal work in support of th~ mog.:e:1.- -h:aS'. 
been of a gross nat:ure and could not conceivably have 
rendered clqs~ quantitative results {although the maximum 
.. 
error amotirited only to about 25%) • Instead the value of 
the data is foun.d -in the qualitative comparisons, which 
indicate that a .statistical model is a legitimate method 
of prediction. In particular, the nature of the proba-
bility distribution.for inception is predicted to show 
hi<jher peaks at lower superheats astemperature ramp 
·dectreases. Also, t'he most probable superheat at inception 
' ..... 
. ·i:s. seen to increase by,, decreasing amounts as ramp 
in:creases. Both of these predictions have been born q,µ.t: 
··-: ... 




. It is now important that the experimental effort-









apparatus .. -. rRelative frequency appro-aches probability only 








. '.'i!>--:~·, the frequ:ency tends to stabilize. Therefore, it is ._. 
•.:,1 .. ,. 
~
1 necessary .t6 gath~r large quantities·_of.data; which can be 
.re:liab·ly u.sed to predict. quanti ta t.iv,e results. 
~-
:II·owevei;:,·· as was noted in the introduction of this 
s:.ectj_:on, it was :the author's inte·ntion at this time m~rely 
·to :dj.$cover whether the foundations of the t:peory did in 
·f.act rea~.onably bear out what wa$ ._found b·y experimentati.ot1. .. 
In this respect the work has :O~.en. ·w110.l.ly, ·_sttccessful .. 
. >t<. 
,t. 
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TERMINOLOGY - PART· · r 
English Letter Notation 
r 'ff ' 
a, b probabilities defined when used·, 
E occurrence of event· 




(;;~ .. ,c . 
number of occurrence~ o,.f a specified eve.n_t 
number ·of possible events for a specif-ie·d .. 
experiment 
probability of occurrence of -E p(E) 




relative frequency of E 
temperature 
' . Tctg··· degassing temperature 
T. .. temperature at incipient :boiling ··1b. 
?Fsat saturation temperature 
, 
T . measured wall temperature w 
T I 
Wl. inside wall temperature 





·superheat (T-T t) 
sa 
. \" lsT· . 
. ··s,·.· b-. 
1.: 
superheat at incipient boili~g 
-
Gr.ee.k Letter -Notation 




increment of time cooresponding to a ·$:pe.ci.fied 
superheat 
57 
' . , .. 
p 
···•I •I ... , 
0 • 
..... . ....~~ 
. . -
... 






:e. time . ;•, 
8 /. 
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·.,· .. : 
'INCEPT.ION OF . 11 BOILING" IN A FL.OWING 
SUPERHEATED LIQUID · 
' w ... 
INTRODUCTION T.O PART II . 
. 
'· 
· .,_ .. ,,·'.~~~~~Mt~~~l~~.;&1i'.ff~~ii~~~;._, ... ·~:;_: ,C,,,::'···········•·,,,.; •. ,,,~··~,~,,:rnetJ\~&,'."'':i,\C'4'Pl?$s'!,,.,,f';'~i>:<:::tri>,~'.!\~*",<;:~~~~~%-~j,,:~;@;:{(:•,,, .. 
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A 
In studies of flowing superheated liquids a 
notable characteristic is that the maximum superheat ·whi.ch 
.is achieved by the liquid tends to decrease as Reynolds 
nµm];)_er· increases.. Several theories involving turbulent 
fluctuations of pressure and velocity have been advanced 
to explain this tendency. An al ternat.i:v:e based upon 
cavi ta:tion· ,in vortex cores farmed by :flow over obstruc-
t_i,on:s s·uch. :as ·the.i;tnoc~uple housings or pressure. taps is, 
" . presented in the following section. Included in the dis-
cussion are brief descriptions of the cavitation 
phenomenon and the parameters whic'h influence it; the -wak:e: 
characteristics in a flow over a bluff body;· and a-, two-
-
· ·dimension.al I free vortex model. 
t . :"" \: -:-· . 
. ~,,)j. 
• .. ·.•' 
· . 
... The trend i.n question is· explained in terms of a 
local pressure· different·ial which remains constant regard-· 
· less· of Reynolds. number and which is ~upported by liquid·. 


















ofLJ 13rookna:ven Nationar Laooratoi:y ~ Also, Bernoulli's 
equation is reduced to demonstrate that· a significant 
D 
pres~rµ~,e dr(?p may be found across a vortexit and that it .is· 
indeed _possible. that inception ,occ.urs in these cores of 
low pressu're •· 
. .. 
. THE PHENOMENON OF CAVITATION 
:D.ef i·ni tion 
When :a body of liq_u·id i-s ·heated under cons_tant 
1tr_ess·ure .o·r ·when its pressure is reduced at constant 
temperatur_e_, a state is ultimately reached at which _vapor-
' 
,< filled btibb.:tes· o·r c·avities become visible ancl grow. This 
.. 
condition i.~ .. kno·wn as· boi-ling if ,-caused by temperature 
rise, . and ca.vi tation if caused by dynamic pressure re·d.uc·~ 
tion at e$sent~ally constant temperature. The clasrifica-
tion of .. cavitation types· include·s cavitation in a flowing .. ', 
. 
.. , 
-stream, on moving· bodies, and· without major flow 
(vibratory cavitation). Development stages are broken 
. ' roughl.y into incipient--limi ted zone of cavitation and 
small bubbles--and developed, where ibcreased vapd~ization 
occurs. Our primary concern involves incipient cavitatiqn 
,. in· a flowing stream; although incipient and developed 
stages are sometimes indistinguishable in su-perheated 
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i 
. Var_iables that- af fe.cLincep.tiop _ and_ the. subsequent. · 
' 
character of cavitation in flowing liquids .are many. 
• A'- ~ 
. 
. Important ones include. boundary geometr-y, · flow ·variables 
and the critical pressure at which a ~ubble can be f~rmed 
"Cr a cavity maintained." Other variables .include fluid 
properties, ·contaminants, and siirface conditions. It-· has 
become g·eneral practice to use. a :b.a..iic-. parame.ter to pre-
dict cavitation and to indicate-. the -.effects of lesser . . ... - . .. - . . . . .... · . 
~- ,., 
va.r·ia·bl·es -a·-s: deviations ·fr:om. ,those: 1;,redic-tions. 
Cav __ i tation Number 
To develop th-e b·a-sic parameter, -a re·:lative flow 
'b.etween an inuners·ed object and the surroundin-9- liquid is 
... 
c.6nsidered,. A ·variation in pressure along the object 
surface results. and the difference between the pressure 
at a point on .t:he, _object .and the p-ressure in the free 
" 
stream is pro_portional to the square of the relative 
velocit:Y·· ·. I-f Reynolds number effects are neglected, th.i$: 
' . 
_prt>P.<:?rt'i·onali ty · wil~ depend onl_y on the: _shape of the .. ,,. 
object in the· abse_n·ce: of cavitation.· By increasin_g the 
, 
relative velocity for a fixed value of free stream 
pressure or by lowering pressure with velocity held con-
4 
. ---:1. -·· - __ ... 
stant, the absolute values of all the local pressures on 
\ 
the sutface of the-object will decrease. If su~face 
tension is ignored, the pressure of the conte~ts of a 
bubble forme.d in this. region will be th.e same as the local 
( 
--pressure.· 
)·' 61 .,.L . 
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1 2 pV_~ 
where P - absolute- :free stream static pressure 00 
J?b = absolute stat.ic p~essure in·- cavity 
p = liquid density 




.In ge·rt$~al the cavitation parameter. may be viewed as the 
·ra·tio of the pressure .available to collapse the cavity to 
·-t·he pressure available for inducing forination or growth of 
the cavity. An additional simplification can be made if 
it is assumed that cavitation occurs when normal stresses 
,a.t a _po.int in the liquid are reduced to zero. In this 
c,.as·.e the bubble pressure will be. equal to t·he vapor 
pressure, and 




- .v2 2·· .P ·oo 
.. (.2) 
. l~, •.• 
Scaling· is the extrapolation of cavitation 
be·havior from one set of conditions to another. Sq ale 
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. . the. cavitation number for the. 'same ev:ertt · (:e. g •.. , _____ inc.ee_tion) -· • 
' The general ·scale effects problem may :b·e, classified into 
three head·ings: 
& 




., ............... ,.,,· ..  
may -not be equal to ·the vapor pressure. 
The minimum pressu.re in · the flow field may not be. 
:J .. 
constantly related t·o the dynamic' pressure. 
Turbulence and vorticity may cause the location of 
the minimum pre~sure to be away from a· bqundary and. 
therefore, the pressure may differ gr·eatly from the 
body surface value •. 
b¢yiiat.ions o.f the· first. category_ are directly related to 
.t.he nature: and source of nucleii and the related bubble 
dynamics. Surface tensi·on and v-.iscosi ty ·are recognized 
factors of influence in these concepts. The second 
category encompasses the general Reynolds scaling problem 
and :~ill. not be discussed. 
The third category concerns co~cepts of boundary_ 
wall pressure,: time scale effects, boundary laye~ 
., 
--· 1 I, 
turbulence,.and pressure minima in the boundary layer. At. 
high Reyp.olds numbers the shear· layers in wakes ~re 
turbulent. A feature inherent to all turbulen.t. flows is ,;'l 
the unsteady variation of pressure with pe~ks well below 
-~--
the static l·evel. The intensity, of these fluctuations 
t . 
....... , ' 


















flow. Because -0£ these turbulent fluctuations in: pressure,. 
cavitation is often observed to occur at values of mean_ 




vapor pressure. The mechanism desc-ribed in t·his work, 
' 
. however, is ~ot · base4. on such pressure fluctuations since 
' ,1 
C • ~ it is felt that a relatively long-lastihg·low pressure 
vortex core is a much more acceptable ·location for. 
\ 
. 
Influence of Fluid Properties 
Several fluid properties influence davitation 
i_n.c.-eption and development. Surface tens·i-on always works 
·to close a cavity that is open is a fluid.- r·t is: con-
. 
·-c e i vable that in a flowing system with a short low pressure-
zone, a liquid with high,surface tension forces would not 
experience cavitation, whereas a ·1iquid with low forces 
' 
4 
·would tend to cavi tate. 1. Assuming no gas or contaminan.t 
.. 
presence, equilib.rium the·ory indicates that 
p. 
·v 
· 2 cr 
= •P. + -
· L_ -R. 
' where P = static pressure in the bubble V 
PL_ =-: local static· press~re in the liquid 
a= surface tensicin 
,R = bubble radius. ··-• 
_f_3:J. ..,.. ' 
If the vapor pressure. is greater than the combined forces 
64 
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on the right o__,,f tne equation, the bubble will grow. _ I.f it· 
·. i$: less, the bubble will collapse. 
Th.e ef feet of viscosity is to produ.ce a damping 
" 
· loss of mechanical energy during the growth and collapse 
i,' processes~ Consequently, it would.b~ expected that 
increases in .viscosity will decrease the maximum cavity 
··· size and the rates· of growth a·na ,collapse. In short 
,, ' 
;., 
viscosit_y :appears as an equivalent change in the internal 
cavity pressure. Porit~ky [4] described the effects of 
•r,_ 
viscosity and. sur~ace .tension for an incompressible liquid 
. by 
· 2 :d_ ... -·.R_ -._:;·· __ dT·_ P - == P_L·-- +:· .··:a_ ·+· 4'µ 
. ,·.v . g_·· ·:R - (4) 
where µ .. -= shear coefficient of viscosity. 
Visc·oµs. ·effects are highest in the. growth· and collaps~ 
·p·rboE9s.s.e:s where the velocity dR/dT may be large. 
Thermodyn~ic properties such as latent heat of 
vaporization and specific .. heat of the liquid also affect 
cavi~ation by influencing the interchange of matter 
' ' 
' between liquid and- vapor phases. P~operties of various 
liquid metals and other fluids are given in. Table 1. 
!i ~ .•• . i 
. 
Problems_of Superheated Cavitation 
At this point it is necessary to reveal some of 
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Table 1. Thermodynamic Properties of v:ari.ous Liquids [101 :~ 
' >F+--.-.. ...... 
' 
--------
~- -·-····--·-···;_ __ ' \ r 





---------- __ , 
500" F J 500'' F , sqor,F -l 50(r· F PROPERTY 70~-F 500°F 70°F 300°F 
---------·- -- -·-· , ___ ... 
, Density, 
,, sl ugs/ft0 




• • • 1 
--,...,---------'---'-""'-'----'-'-"----'--~-------'~~ ---"'--'-----~. - .. -.. -.. : --..,-~-. ----- .. . -·. . . ...... - . . 
; , Specific. ~eight; : r,'" y(lb/ft3f 
. · Surface ~ension, 
. a(lb/ft) X JQ2 · 
62.43 
. CL50l5 
--- . --,---·---"-. -'--'----" 
,.Bulk modulus, 
- (psi) x 1 o.~r. " O.Jl 





. . ·.~ ' 
, ·SJ0.3 -1 ' SS.~50 40:2()' 
... 
4 7~.45 4:~~8.Jt 
·--'----'-'--'-------' -..,.....,,.--~-----,--.- ,;,,,••.··--- "-··-··· - •. ·.: . 
.1.202 0.83 0:545: - ·0·4?5· 
. ·. ~-- .-~. 
. ~ •. - .:. ;.:.__,_..; ,. -':. ··-··: 
' . 
3.94 .· /, :: . 't>. 765 
t .-. .. •· ..•. : ·t{ •. -
' 50(l'F l 500''F· 68''.F · 68',F 
()./)7 ,. '.(t89J l.53 ,_· :2,45·· 
:.'11, 
···: 
.,._. ·:---·---:- ,..~ - ' ,_..,. -- --~· . 
' . . 
.Jl,21 28,35 I 49.3 ,78.8 ti. 
2.122 
.. -·.:·. 
.,0; 160 o; 140 .... • .:. .. . 9.-630.: 
- .... ·.·--.--· 
; :· ... 
• - .·.--;o • ··, . .,.. '.,• • .... _,, Specific heat, 
Bfu/(lbm,.. 0:F), · 
Thermal diffusivity, 
(ft~/sec) x_ 105 -
1.00' 
-·· 





i.· ... ... 
, io:032 Jo< o:.J1 Ss· 
-1 .• ' . I' ' t- .• 
0.3030. -0. I 864· 
. , 
,-..,..,.· '~ _.-, . . ..... ---- --- ' ' - ' ' 
4.694 61.6 73. I 
-------,-------~~~-"'~-.• -,....:..• ~,. ,-----'---.,....--,--,--.,.---~......_~ ----,-.,..-------,, .. ~ . -·,, ... ; _.C'" ...• ··- ... - , ., .. , 
:o.S8 I 
: ' 0.J89l I .OJ 0;991 .. ,(7T'F) 
21.4Z: 
·-··-·· ; __ ... 
,, . 
·- .·· . '"'.··.-.-
-~-
Heat of vaporizati.on·. 
. Btu/lbin l:054 910 1_27.7 '8]2-. .4 2600. 0:" ~<>Q().0 
.. 
126:.5 ', . l.970 
,..__..__-'-'-'-. ··- ... -.-- .... 
' _.,:,. .• 
, ... , Vapor pressure! 
• ps1a Ji, 2 5 ' 10 5 .~ ... ,)( ·: .. : - l.93 ~10 5 · 7.111 <.o:oo.i 24.6'6 · 0:36· ... .,,- . •' 
. ·:. . . . . . ·• .. - . : . .. 
Prandtl numb.er ·. 
. ,{din1onsionless) ·6,8, 
. .'-.. · 
-- 1.18 0 .. ()2() 0.0091 1 0.0065 0.0038 0.0047 . 0.0032 0~05 
~-.--- -~-~--- '-'"-'--....;....,-~----,--~--,..,.............-------------',-'----- --·--··--------- ----~·-~- ... -- --~- . " . ·--- ... ··-··- .. '.·.·- ..... - ... :., .-. l. Kinen,atic viscosity, 
v(ft2/sec) X', fQli: . l0.8 ."""-. 2.1-5. ,J OJf '3'.46 4.6 .. :2.34 0.75 , -2, l7 -
' . 
-. ·- ·--· . 
,()j •-.. 0.85 
. . . 
o•-- • -·-•·• .,: •• • -··~--:--•••• ; ~-• • .. · • · .. .-' • ·. •• •. • - • -
0.022 
·-· ..... •. . 
























J • the problems -.involved in .attempting t.o describ.e ·the 
-cqvitation phenomenon as it pertains to superheate& 
' liquids. The simplest way to do.this is to compar~ 
. . 
temperature and pressure relations of a superheated liquid 
. 
to those of a normal liqui_d, such as water.. ·Temperature-
... l' -· '.. , 
pressure curves are pictured in.Figure 30. Th~ most 
L notable difference is the relative posi tio~_ .. of vari'ous 
' pressures--local, free stream, and vapor. .l\n: a normal 
fl·uid the vapor pressure corresponding to the free stream 
temperature, is less than the free stream pressure. In a· 
superheated liquid the opposite is true. This important 
difference causes two prob.lems to arise. ~· . . . 
· The first concerns the cavitation :n~er·.. ··The 
definition of K given by equation (2} 
:·P - -- P -
CX:f V 
··1 · 
~2: -_ _. P v·2.: -
. 00 
In the case of a superheated liquid, K is a negative 
·number. · Therefore, .the ·1imited results available for use 
in predicting cavitation are seen to be useless for pre-
dict·ing occurrence in quperheated. fluids. Also, it is 
questionable that this definition of K has any true mean-
" ing when u~ed in reference to superheated li,quids. Thus, 
. it is necessary to refrain from using available cavitation . 
. 
data in this analysis. Instead, it is useful dnly,to 
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.{a) superheated liquid,~ 













(b) normal liquid 
Figure 30. Relative positions of -pertinent -pressures in 
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··. J'l 
, .. 
: .. · j 
-recognize the mechanism of the. c.avitation phenomenon and 
the parameters which influence it. 
. . 
A second problem arises from the fact that in a 
superheated liquid there exists such a large· driving 
potential that once a bubble is conceived, it-grows 
rapidly tb a iarge size. 
. 
Therefore, it is difficult to 
Q 
' 
., divide incipient and developed cavitation into separ~te, C, 
a·efined s,tages since the two are very much intermingled: 
LOCATION ·OF INCEPTION 
Flow Past~ Bluff Body· 
.... 
To determin.e where .in·ception is likely to occur, 
we return to _the flowing fluid system. · Some knowledge·· of 
" 
·the flow patterns.observed in incompressible flows past a 
'· 
-
' bluff body in the _form of a circular cylinder whose axis 
is perpendicular to the direction of the flow is bf us~. to 
us. As the characteristic Reynolds number, 
R··e· ·--




µ .... (6) 
increases, the nature of the wake and.~he borindary layer 
change progre.ssively thr6;;gh a well defined sequence of 
metamorphos~s. 
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At very low. ':Reynolds number the viscous forces are 
much larger tha_n tn.e inertia forces, and the. flow 
" 
. 
-resembles the pot~ntial flow of a perfect fluid. In the 
range O .1 < Re0 _ :·,<· 5 the streamli:'he.s open· out· behind the 
'I obstacle and form a separated flow region. As R~ynolds 
number. incr:eases to 30 ,· two stationary vortices f·orm . 
- . .. ..r. ,,/ . 
·6 




which repr:e:-sents a vortex layer, forms· a boundary between 
•, 
the st:r.eam flow and the vortex pair. ~uring further 
incr.e:a.s.es above 3 0 -or so, the wake deve:lops. a pe_riodi·c: 
. . :, . . 
.,,. .,,. 
:pattern known as t·he Karman vor ex s-:treet. This flow 
pattern is repre·sented as vor ices of alternating si ..g_:ri; ·· 
shed period'i_ca1·1y on eith.e side of the cylinder. 
Between Reynolqs number 40 and 15:0 ,regular vortex: 
'· . 
streets are f~onned the wake flow is ·laminar. For 
.,· 
Re0 > 300 -the. wake becomes fully turbul~nt· a~nd perio-- _.-~1;, 
·di.·c.ities are harder to observe. Finally, in the range 
10 5 < Re0 < l0 6 ·the boundary layer itself becoijles turbu-
~ent, flow ~e-pa.ration is delayed, and the. wake behind the 
body narrow:s markedly. Figures 31 ana· .32 show the transi-· 





.. Vbrtice~ in Wakes 
In wakes zones-~£ high shear stress develop 

















(a) Red = 3 .9 
(c) Red - 33.5 
.... 
. 
'~--- ··· - (-- --~~--- -'·. - . ... 
. . __..,........ 
-·"" - -
" ' ..,. 
(d) Red - 31.6 (e) Red - 54.8 
. I 
(f) Red - 65.2 (g) Red - 73 
(h) Red = 101.5 (i) Red - 161 






Figure 32. Development of vortices in flow past 
a circular cylinder. First 
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)noving wake' fl·µ_id.. ·,.-· As a r-esult, the· boundary of a wake is 
a .zone of high· :inten_si.ty eddying. ·When cavitation occurs .,. 
in a wake it u:s:ually appears first it1 the centers of finite 
' 




These are .the·-· centl~rs of minimum pr:es·:sure as opposed to 
. ~ . 
1:;:he. min:ll(lum pr·essttre points a!Long S-·u·rf aces· 0 1£ \µtoi:e :s.,tr.e.am7 
·.lined bodies ~-
·c~vita.ti.:on :may: appear· as traveling or fixed in 




caused by b6up;d_&:r;y, ·1a;ye:r .se·paration from a sphere. Here 
,, 
.inception. ocdtir.$ n.o.t on or adjacent to the body, but on 
the surface of t·he :$epa:ration zone. The cavitatio·n is· .of 
the vortex type; but since the · f l·ow is . ·vet.Y:, ,ui1s teady, the 
j1Qi(ti:ces are' not regular, but are random· at1d transient. 
._t . 
Sttch vortex cavitation at separation zones of bluff bod~i.'e.$ 
may also be the p·r·e·limipary stage to the formation of a 
fixed cavity. 
.. Cavit.a-tion will develop whenever there is a suf.-
. #. ,. 
ficiently high shear rate in a region to form vortices, i·n 
which absolute pressure in the core drops to a critical 
pressure ~or the given flow conditions. The life of a 
vortex cavity may be· very long as compared with th~t of 
traveling cavities, s·inc·e onc.e , tne vortex is .. formed, the . . 
--- •--. ----,-.................. :.. ...... : 
' 
J 
.angu.lar momentum of the liquid in it prolongs the life of-
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Figure 33 • 
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Vortex cavitation at 
of f ·low separation 
the surface . 
behind a sphere [ 7] • 






the cavity even · if the liquid mass travels into, a hi·gher 
! "• -
pressu.re zone. Here however, we, encounter a maj::or problem 
as stat~d .by ·Knapp:- "there .h..~~ been very litt:le study of 
. 
. . 
·the :vortex--t.ype c·avities and -tl).e mechanics. involved .•. " 
:• 
. 
-In fact the:re has been virtually ,.none, primarily ~cltie :to· 
' the· complica~-ed naturei,~i.,,of the_ phenomenon. Hour.s o·f 
...... . . ... . 
. -
. 
research reveal that very little-work has been done and·no 
. ' 
.convincing theory has . been advanced on th·e nature of the· 
·wake vorte}{ at high Reynolds numbers; and: it is .practi -
cally impossibl~ to extend what little ·h_a·s been done to 




at·ternpte·d, to formulate a relation .for pred:ict.ing i·nception 
at the· low pressure centers of vortex cores.. Th·e:y assumed 
-
··that the inner core was i.n. ·solid-body rot.a:.t_i;o_n: and that. 
the motion outside th~ core was irrotation-al:-~· ·ih-us, their 








. aJ. - P. (w2· a). 2 (K+Cp)p 2 
static pressure at the vortex 
C 
a - diameter of the vortex core -
core 
w - angular velocity of vortex core 
C - coefficient of local static pressure. p 
(7) 
i: 
Use of this formulation still requires specific informa~ 
tion about the vortex which is unavailable. Therefore, it 
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to demonstrate that the vortex mechanism is pro;>anly the 
' 
c-ause of inception in a superheated· flowing liquid • 
.. 
EXPERIMENTAL I'NJ)J:CA'I'l.ON'S ;,; 
" Liquid Pota·ssi·um Results " 
Experimental aa·ta received t·ro.m John Chen [.6:] 
yield results for the pressure differential due ·to super~ 
heating conditions experienced in iJ.qtiid potassium at· 
-inception for vari.ous flow speeds. ·Si.nee the system con-
ditions remained constant throughoU·t ·the experiments, 
/'· ;: 
'•\J· Reyno.lds number is directly proporti_dr1al to ve~oci ty. · 
These data are plotted in. Figures :3:5.: .a·rtd: 36. The results 
sbow a tendency for decreased press,u:re differential 
· (P -P ) as Reynolds number increases., with a leveling off V oo 
effect displayed for low values of Reynolds number. For 
zero flow the static pressure throughout the flow field is 
given by the free stream pressure. If inception could 
' . \ .). . 
occur in such a situation, the local static pressure, PL, .. __ 
would also be· equal to P. As Reynolds number increases 00 
the local static pressure in the region of inc~ption 
(assumed by the author to be near the vortex core} varies 
markedly from. the free stream value. The free stream 
velocity influences the intensity of the vortex:, which i-n 
turn influences the velocity and pressure distribution in 
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F:i.·gu:r~~ ... 35. Information pertaining to Brookhaven National 
Laboratory liquid potassium experiment [6]. 
Fluid: 
Free Stream Pressure: 
liquid potassium 
15. 3 psi'a 
Fluid Properties @ 1500°F: a·ensi ty, :P· = 40. 5 lbm/·f:t:-J 
D .. imetts ions::: 
. ·- -. . . -· ~ .. 
Data from Figure 7: 
7 ( 10) 3 
1(10) 4 
2(10)~ 
4(10) 4 . 
7 ( 10) 4 , . 
V 
00. 








' I c ./ 
, ,~' ~--~1--- ------- -----
shear cioe~ficient of: viscosity, 
. .. 
µ = 0. 3·0 · lbm/hr-f t . 
-c·hatirtel c·haracterist·i.C·.,. 
A= 0.05183 ft 
D = 1/16 
Re -- ;::::: 
·····A 
• V 
• • 00 
pV··A 
00 




co.: .... .. .... ···.. .. 3 
= V 
00
-(:2:~SJ.:(·l.O) · -·) µ_: 
• 7 ( 10) 3 
1 ( 10) 3 
2 (10) ·3 
4 -(10) 3 
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Figure 36. Brookhaven National Laboratory liquid. potassium data [6]. 


















the vortex. Therefore, it is not unreasonab·le to predict 
:) 
that the difference in.pressure between the free stream 
~ 
and the vortex core liquid at inception will increase as 
Reynolds number inc·reases •. Realizing this, the author· 
have supposed that the local pressure difference given by 
.. ,, j (P -P- --) remains constant regardless of Re0 • This dat,a, V ~ ' . C 
.. 
will·be used in analysis of the vortex cgre and the 
• 0 
' p~essure potential associated with it •. ·But .. first it is 
. 
necessary to show that this supposition·aoes not oppose 
experimental results which indicate a decrec1:se i.n· su-pe.r-
heat as Reynolds number increases. 
·· Explanation of Constant.Pressure Diiferential 
The assumption-that the local pressure differ-
ential ·remains constant is not so .arbitrary as it may 
appear. As free stream velocity increases, so does the· 
intensity of the vortices shed by a bluff bo~y. Thus, the 
local pressure in the core tends to decrease with.increas-
ing Reynolds number. If. the local pressure differenc·e 
(P -P ) is· constant,· the vapor pressure must al.so V r 
C 
decrease as Reynolds number increase.s. Making use of 
Fig~re 37, we -can see that a d~crease in vapor pressure 
for a constant free stream pressure yields a decrease in 
the superheat which.is achieved·in the system. Therefore, 
the·concept of a constant local pressure differential at 
-
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Figure 37. Explanation of decreased superheat for 
decreased local pressure in th~ vortex core 
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decreas·e as Rey~olds number increases.. Thus it actually 




Free Vort·ex Approximation 
Consider the flow induced in· a s-tatio~ary fluid by 
a two-dimensional vortex. · V r = 0 a11d V 8 is· only a f·unc-
-· 
tion of radial posi~ion. The :continuity equation for the 
c~se of plahe flow studied in a circular cylindrical. 
coordinate system is 
1 av_--!. a ( rv ) · ,:+ <- •· - 8 = :;o •: r a r r r . .a. -8 ('8::) 
The stream function, 1/J, f o:r· suc.h a f 1,bw is define:cl .py 
l~-
aw __ v 
a.r·· - - e .a.nd ·rv e: . ·r .. (9.)· 
·Since rv .-::: :O::, the streamlines are circles.. Vorticity, w, 'r: 
is -eq.uf3.·1 t.o the curl of the velocity, or 
.··- ·1 ... 
-. 
·,_·. ·, _;. 
··w' -
av a (rv 6 ) --,lv av d (rV 8 ) z z .r 
.+··· - - U. - -- ru 8 
.. 
a e. ' az at az ar r 
av 
r -
- . u . 
:88 z 
(10) 
'. A:s the· flow is two-dimensional and V - =:= 0 r the irrota-r 
tionality conditi~~ ~--~-~ satisfied when rV 8 is constant. 
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vortex. For sil!lplicity we will -approximate the wake 
vortex as a free vortex •. The notation that will be used 
to develop relationships between. pr~ssure, velocity, and 
.vortex size is give~ ~n Figure 38. 
Application of ·Bernoulli's.· Equation 
_____ I_f _,we assume that the fluid is--i-ncomp:ressible · and-_/\, 
-irrotationaL, Bernoulli's equation may be applied to 
' relate velocity and pressure in the vortex. Neglecting 
., 
variations in height and realizing that velocity has only 




p2 • I} -el e2 
.. 
·+ + (11) ··.2 2 • p p 
{ 
.. Remembering that the irrotationality condition prescribes 
that_rv 8 = C, a donstant, we may write equation (11) .as 
c2 p ·c2 p2 
+ 
r 
+ . 2 - r2 -;J;" iJ p .p. (12) 
:Q·~· 
... .L., 
::(p:2·· · .. ~· p . ) 
.. ,· .· r· 
1 pC2 1 1 -
-
. rz·. -
·r7 - 2 • 2 
(13) 
. . 
If position 2 I the exterior of the free .vortex, p2 p l.S 
1j r 
V 
and r2 - r p and r are variable with p being the - • V r. .. r j ; 
pressure- at radius r. For most of the vortex region of 
.J 
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(b) vortex detail 
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(P._ . -~_: ,P.: . ) 
·· r.. · r· (14) 
·v 
Exte~ior Vortex Er~ssure ~ 
It is of value. to us to relate the p·ressure at the 
' 
vortex ··exterid1r to that of the free stream._ For the range 
' . 
of Reynolds numbers reported the pressll:re coefficient 
based On--su-rface pressure l.S experimentall.y,_fou~d to b~ 
approximately equal to minus one. Using the definition ·of 
the pressure coefficiept and information from Figure 35,. 
t·he static pre~sure in the wake behind the cylinder can be 
· --c-alcu:lated. These results are indi·cated in Figure 39. In 
t.he experimental situation of interest velocities were so 
low that there is no ·sign·ificant difference between free 
stream pressure and pressure at the back surface of the 
.cylinder. For this reason it is assumed that the: p-r.essure 
at the exterior of the vortex is equal to that·of the free 





For the purpose of discussion it is also of 
interest to calculate the critical radius necessary £or·· 
inception to occur. We assume that this' va.lue may be 
found from equilibrium theory: 
_,_. 
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,. ... __ -r ~.-~-·· -~--... 
Figure 39. Calculation of base pressure using·definition 
·of pressure coefficient. 
., 
Cciefficient of Pressure, C 
·p 
,.cf.,i' ' .. ;Jr: 
-,.~. .'.} 
, p - p 
-
-
.!_ pV2 2 00 
00 
P 1 ·v--·2 ,l-·s-·_---.• :3_··_·. - - - p···._.·.·_ = 
(X)· 2 00 --- :Q • 0 0 4 3 7 ( V ). 2 00 
Re V p : o .. CX) 
-
J 
• 7 (10) 3 0.28 ft/s-e·q. 15.3 
1(10) 3 0.40 15.3 
2 (10) 3 0.80 15.3 
4 ( 10) 3 :L.60 15.3 
7 (10) 3 2.80 15.3 
_ ... 
86 
. ., ~. 
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·p. ··~ p 
· v· .r 
···c= 
... 
Iror. · liquid potassium at 1500°F th·e- value of surface . I 
.; 
tension is 0.425(10)- 2 .lbf/ft. Zero flow dat.a from Figure 
3'6 indicates that (Pv-P r· ) is. equal to 11 _psi. Therefore, 
C , 
the core radius ciust be greater than 0.64{10)- 4 inch for 
nucleation to cccur. For simplicity we will approximate 
rN as (10)- 4 inch. 
Reducing Bernoulli's Equation 
The pressure differential term on the ·1ef·t in. equa-
.... 
ti.on {1.5) ma,y be graphed as __ a function of radius to yield a -
series of curves, each iepresentative of a particular 
'V·a·1=ue o·f· C = rv8 • To find values of C representative of 
" 
·th:e experimental situation of interest we must make an 
.additional a.ssumption. 
It seems reasonable to assume that the quantity 
. :.pV:e_:r/µ would be of the same order of magnitude as the 
L·Reynolds numbei;- based on the cylinder diameter, Re0 • 
Equating the two quantities and substituting the definition 




· It should be realized. that equation (17:) .4-s. on.ly .an · 
(1) 
-
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- -For: g±ven ·values of V
00
, c may--be calculated from 
equation (17) •. · Table_ 2. inclu·des cal'culated results for C· 
and-C 2 _ for R~ynolds num1?~rs an~_free stream velocities 
considered earlie~. 1 If C is known, the pressure differ-
....... ;:• ential across the vortex may be - determined fr.om .equation 
·(15) for varibu~ values of radii. For these calculations 
. we wi-llL assume thcit a solid· core exists in the bentral · Q 
• 
' 
region of the vortex with a radius equal t.o ten times the 
.c.r.i·tical ra.dius ·necessary for nucleation. Thus we are -
conserned with rad~i ·.greater tlJan (10·)- 3 i.nch. 
Result·s· are pres·ented in Tab·le 3 and Figure 40. 
·: ! 
It is quickly perceivable th~t large pre~sure differ-
entials may exist across vortices~ .A zone of low pressure, 
therefore, exists· for the life.of the-·vortex--a long time 
relative to the existence of extraneous. pressure fluctua-
tions caused by turbulence.- Thus, it is reasonable to say 
.. 
,_ !,.. 
that the phenomen·on of cavitation is likely .to be pre-
cipitated by ~he shedding of· high intensity vortices fr<?m 
· any protuberance ·in the system· such as a pressure tap or a· 
thermocouple lead. 
SUMMARY OF PART- II -
tf 
I-n sununary let· --us review.· what has been done·. 











1 ( 10) 3 
2 ( 10) 3 
4 (10) 3 
7 ( 10) 3 
., 
Table 2. Determination of Constant C = rV:e 
0.40 
0.80 






J):.00146 ft 2 /s:e.-c: 
.o.002·oa 
0.00416 
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_ Table 3. Determination of Pressure Difference as a 
Function of Radius·for Particular Values of C 
.. 
·~. (aJ C = 1.46 (10)- 3 · ft 2 /sec 
:(p'). 
P c2 _ 1.34(10)-6 
-. P = 0. 63 r2 - r2 oo r 
,· r C 
5(10)- 3 
-· 
1 (10) - 2 
5 (10)- 2 






0 •· 0134 
0.000536 
c2 ·2.73(10)- 6 
p:oo: -~ Pr ·-= 0 • 6 3 --r7 = . r 2 
r 
1 (10)- 3 i:n. 
5(10)- 3 
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(c) C = 4.16(10) -3 ft2/sec 
P _ P = 0 _63, c2 = 10.9(10)-G 
oo r · ··. r2 r2 
r. 
-
·s (lo) -3 
1(10)-2 
5(10)-2 
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= T:ab,le 3--continued 
,Ce}·· C = 14 •. 56 (10) - 3 ft 2 /sec 
.: I _.: 
p 
. . ·00 
,-.·.,. 
... 
. .· . . C 2 13 4 { 10 ) - 6 
- p = 0. '• 6 3 · .. ··2. = -. ..-., .-z---r · .. r r . 
· .... .-, .... 
·~·-
-
l ( 1·0) - 3 
. 5 ( 10) - 3 
,··1 
1(10)- 2 . 
5(10)- 2 
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curves correspond to 








Radial position, r (in.) 
Figure 40. Pressure differential as a funGtion of radial 
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'· 
,qa:us'··e· ·of·-voiding is strongly connected to the phenomenon 
of cavitation·'. The 'pressure ·mechanism of cavitation as 
well as the s~ale effects .of critical pressure and 
vorticity have been de~cribed in detail •. Also, problems 
I 
which prevent the application of general par.ameters and 
~ 
, 
.results to·the predicting of cavitation in superheated 
liquids have been mentioned. 
4 To better understand· :Wll';:re inception is. likely to· 
· ·· · · occur in a flowing system, w.e. have studied the wake 
characteristics of flow· ove,r a· biuf''t body. In particu3=-ar, 
the nature of the shed vortex ·seem$ to be ideal for 
inducin_g incepti_on, since the vortex cote is a long-
lasting region of high velocity and low pressure relative 
to the free stream conditions. However, there is a 
noticeable lack of research and theory concerning the 
nature of the vortex at high Reynolds numbers. 
For this reason an incompressible free vortex is 
used as a model for an inception site •. Since the flow in 
the vortex model is incompressible and irrotational, 
Bernoulli's equation may be used to relate pressure and 
velocity in the region of interest. Data from .. Brookhaven 
National Laboratory tests involving liquid potassium 
indicate a constant local pressure differential at the· 












decreases as Reynolds nwnber· increases, as would be pre~ . 
.. . 
. dieted by the vortex model. In addition, Bernoulli,, s 
. •· ~. 
equa~ion is further reduced to demonstrate that a .large 
. 
. :pressure variation is found across the vortex. Realizing 
' 
that such a var.iation is very c.onducive to in,ception, the·. 
author. st.ates that incepti-dn1 does· occu·r in the cores of · 
,.,_,,I 
vortices···-·formed by flow around and over irregularities in 
·the system. 
The author had hoped to be able eo: p.r:oduce ·wc):rR ·of 
a more substantive nature·· in this study, and ft -must :J:>e 
noted that none. of the material is highly concl.u.s-i·ve. 
Instead, it is theory which must wait to be tes-ted until 
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TERMINOLOGY ~ J?AJi'!' .I·:1:-
English Letter Notation 
A 
... 
. :.a , 
.. r--·1.' 
... ,c) ;.,• 
test section diameter 




C ·bo~ffici~nt of local static pressure p 
b ·bluf_f body diameter 
d 
I( 
vortex exterior diameter 
cavitation number 
p: static pressure 
:·Pb. bubble pressure 
~'-L lo.c .. al liquid pressure 
Pr pressure at radius r 
P pressure at vortex core 
.r. 
C 
P. pressure at vortex exterior r 
V 





free stream pressure 
bubble radius 
radial position 
vortex core radius 
rN critical radius for nucleation 
r vortex exterior radius V 
'> ·~,..,,,_.: 
' - (, / 
-~_.,.,··· 
ReA Reynolds ·number based on test section diameter 
. 






















' . ,l. 
i 
• 
. . T __ ~. 'free stream temperature 
:t time 
V radial velocity r 
. 
V8 angular velocity 
Vz vertical velocity 
·v 
.CX) free stream ,.loc;:i,ty, 
·velocity at radius r 
velocity at vortex core 
velocity at·vortex exterior 
.z.: vertical position 
Greek Letter Notation 
velocity function 
.e: · angular position 
rr. 
~· shear coefficient of vis.cosit~ 
liquid density 




-V velocity i 
-
unit vector " radial direction u in r 
-
\ . 
unit vector • angular direction u6 in 
-
direction u unit vector • vertical in z 
(.l) vorticity 
•>' • ,, 
. , 
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., General Procedures for Conducting Inc~p.t··i()i1_ 'Tf=.st.s for Constant Superheats ~ 
1. · Attach supply siphon and add 5·5: ·m.l ·o.-f clean Freon 1.1:3. 
to the test tube. 
2. Immerse the specimen in- 500 ml of wa·ter·-· at '70°F so·~·· -... _ ,-.,,,. 
that 50 ml of Freon are below the bath surface l.ev~'.l.~: 
Let sit for 15 minutes :a·f:ter agitating for 15 seconds. 
·3... :Fill tne hea:ted bath w·i··th 950 ml of water and turn ,an 
l1e:a.te·rs.: to prope:r:· ·s·etting.·s ·for- dE;s.i.r.ed test. 
:4. T·u.rn the stirrer v.ari,ac co1rtrol to 170, then back to 
160 to mainta.tn p·rqper b:ath circulation. 
5. Stabilize the :condenser flow and temp~_rature, and 
~ check the ·system .tubing and co1··1ection bottle. 
6.. After bath is at desired temperature and spec.int~·))· ~ha.s 
been in pre-bath .for 15 minutes, transfer· tub_e. to 
heated bath and begin test. 
7. At inception remove the specimen from trie. t·e.s-·t, ·tube 
{J 
and continue procedure beginning with step: l ag:ain. 
General Procedure for Conducting Inception Tests for Constant T·empe·ratu·re Ramps 
1. Attach supply siphon and add 55 ml of clean Freon 113 
to the tube. 
' 
, . .,... ··' 
' 
" 
.2·. Fill the heated bath wi·th 950 ml Qf. w:ate.·r· at 70°F and 











agitating for 15 seconds . 
. 3 •. Stabilize the condenser flow and temperature,· and 
·check the system tubing and collection bottle·.· 
" 
4 •. After specimen has been in path ~rt 70°F for 15 minµtes, 
....... ---,') turn" arr -'h~ate~s to p.roper :s··e .. ttt:ing_s for desired te'st. " 
J' 
5 ... Turn the stirrer variac co)jtt-o·J. to 17 0, then back to 
/ 
l.60· to maintain proper b:a·th circulation .. 
:.fi. Adjust h~aters as necessar.y to maintain a cons--tant 
temperature ramp during th.e test. 
7·- 49 . At inception remove the -speci1:11en from the t·es.-t tube · 
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